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Free Yourself.
SpeechMike Air : efficiency is wireless

Boosting productivity

Use the SpeechMike Air with SpeechExec software – the productivity tool for your entire organization. It adapts

your dictation workflow to the needs of networked, fast-paced businesses. Its all-embracing platform provides the

basis for professional dictation and transcription processes. The SpeechMike Air also integrates perfectly with

industry-specific software applications of our partners.

Learn more at www.philips.com/dictation

Making It Work. For You.

Bright-red LED

clearly indicates the recording status

Push-to-dictate function

for intuitive and blind recording

AirBridge receiver module

can be detached from the AirPort for

location-independent use

High-sensitivity speakers

for crystal-clear sound quality

AirPort docking station

with lift functionality for charging

the device

High-quality microphone

optimized for speech recognition

Colored LEDs

indicate the charging status, connectivity,

and insert/overwrite modes

Comfortable

one-thumb operation of all dictation

features for stress-free working

Stainless-steel soft-glide trackball

with high-precision laser technology

in place of a mouse

Customizable function buttons

for setting individual preferences



Great Ideas. Be Inspired.The Future in Your Hands.

The choice is yours
Three versions of the SpeechMike Air are available,
depending on your preferences.

When developing the SpeechMike Air, we thought of you – our users. We talked to you, listened to

you, and watched you at work, gathering valuable input for this premium dictation device.

“Let’s make it robust.”

When it comes to protecting the high-end technology inside, the metallic case does the

job. But we have seen how intensively you dictate and how hectic your working day can

get. So we decided to make the case twice as thick in critical areas, making the SpeechMike

Air four times more robust than comparable devices. The same applies to the design of the

docking station, which takes rough knocks in its stride on a daily basis.

“It’s personal.”

Your SpeechMike Air should be every bit as individual as yourself – or your organization.

Programmable function keys and configurable buttons allow you to customize the device

to the way you work. Remote configuration and firmware upgrades ensure administration

support – anytime, anywhere. And if you want to use the SpeechMike in your Citrix

network or with terminal servers, go ahead.

“The thumb is a resource. Use it economically.”

Start or stop a recording, rewind a dictation, or navigate through an application – your

thumb does it all. The SpeechMike Air is smaller in size, while the main control buttons

are bigger. A simple idea that makes your working day so much more comfortable.

“Shouldn’t the wireless world be a lot more secure?”

It certainly should, especially when dealing with sensitive personal data and business

information. Voice data is therefore encrypted in real time. Unique device pairing eliminates

any risk of misguided communications. Built-in safety mechanisms prevent data loss in the

event of connection failure, eliminating even the slightest risk of unauthorized access to

your information.

“Can we improve speech recognition accuracy?”

Yes. The superior microphone reduces background noise and is optimized for speech

recognition. The built-in headset socket allows you to attach the noise-canceling headset

for hands-free recording and even more accuracy in a noisy environment.

4-position slide

switch version

Record, Stop,

Play, Rewind

(LFH3010)

Get on Board.

Freedom and reliability

Record across your office. Voice data is

encrypted and securely transferred from up to

10 meters away. While traveling or at home,

simply attach the AirBridge to your laptop and

continue working.

Convenient and intuitive

Designed to work for you: configure it remotely,

use it with Citrix and terminal servers and sit

back while users embrace. The hassle-free

device is easy to set up and maintain, makes life

easier, and represents for true sense & simplicity.

Ergonomics and speech recognition

Use it as often as you like – the SpeechMike Air has been

designed for high-volume dictation. Its metalized housing

is lightweight, easy to clean, and optimally supports the

ergonomic zones concept. Recording quality is crystal clear

for perfect speech recognition results.

Form and function

Style on your office desk: a fashionable product packed

with sophisticated technology to reflect your business and

its success. Don’t settle for anything less.

The SpeechMike is the world’s most popular professional dictation microphone.

It now comes without the cable and with lots of extras.

� Pure, timeless design featuring outstanding ergonomics and
sophisticated functionality 

� Innovative technology for maximum mobility

� Superb recording quality delivering accurate speech recognition results

At Philips we understand that professional tools not only have to deliver on

productivity – they also have to possess the WOW factor.

The AirPort docking station is

connected to the PC and permits

data transfer, fast recharging, and

firmware updates.

The AirBridge receiver module

communicates with the

SpeechMike Air from up to

10 meters away.

Speech Control software

allows configuration of the

SpeechMike Air and operation of

speech recognition software

intuitively via the device.

Pouch, batteries, noise-canceling

headset – original Philips

accessories guarantee optimal

results.

4-position slide

switch version

Fast forward,

Play/Record,

Stop, Rewind

(LFH3020)

Push button

version

(LFH3000)


